-and \J(^)°r given in Section 4 has a form quite analogous to Veldkamp's description of the center of U(^). As we show in (4.5), this portrayal illustrates an interesting phenomenon concerning "good filtrations" (in the sense of Donkin [6] ) of rational G-modules.
The present paper has its origins in the authors' unsuccessful attempts to understand the proof of Mil'ner's main theorem in [12] , which asserts the existence of a (filtration preserving) isomorphism U(^)-»S(^) of ^-modules for an arbitrary restricted Lie algebra ^. We are most grateful to Robert L. Wilson for providing us with the example following (1.4) below, which gives a counterexample to the key step in Mil'ner's argument ( [12] , Proposition 5). 2 ) The first author gratefully acknowledges the support of the Institute for Advanced Study.
A G-invariant form of the P-B-W-theorem
Let ^ be a Lie algebra over a field fe with universal enveloping algebra U(^). Recall that U(^) has a natural (increasing) filtration {U"}, where U" denotes the subspace of U(^) spanned by all products of at most n elements of ^. Also, U(^) carries the structure of a cocommutative Hopf algebra in which the elements of ^ are primitive for the comultiplication A: U (^) -^ U (^) 00 U (^). Note that each U" is actually a subcoalgebra of U(^). The adjoint representation of ^ extends to an action of ^ on U(^) by derivations. If ^ is the Lie algebra of a linear algebraic group G, then the adjoint action of G on ^ defines in an evident way a rational action of G on U (^) by Hopf algebra automorphisms.
If V is an arbitrary vector space over fe, the symmetric algebra S (V) on V carries a Hopf algebra structure in which the elements of V are primitive under the comultiplication A: S(V) -> S(V) (g) S(V). For n ^ 0, we denote by S^ "(V) the sum of the homogeneous components S^V) of S(V) with i ^ n. Note that {S^V)} is filtration of S(V) by subcoalgebras.
In particular, we consider the Hopf algebra S(U(^)) based on the vector space U(^). The following result gives our interpretation (and strengthening) of Mil'ner's ( [12] , Proposition 1). Proof, -If x={xi, ...,xJ is an ordered sequence of elements of ^, for I={;\ < . . . < fj c: N={1, . . ., n} we set x^=x^ . . . x^eU(^). Consider the element TO=I^...^eS(U(^)), where the summation extends over all partitions I^ U . . . U Ijk of N into nonempty disjoint ordered subsets. (Each 1^ is an ordered subset of the ordered set N, whereas the different orderings of I^, . . ., 1^ are not distinguished.) On the right hand side of the above expression, the product of the x^ is taken in S(U(^)). Thus, in S(U(^)), x^ has homogeneous degree 1, so that x^. . . x^ has homogeneous degree fe. In particular, the image of \|/(x) in S^ "(U(^))/S^ "^(U^)) is x^...x^. Suppose l^j<n and x^ i Xj = Xj Xj+1 + ^, for ^ e ^. Set and let P be the set of partitions of N in which j and 7+1 occur in the same ordered subset (which we index to be I^).
Using the surjective order preserving map N-^N-1=={1, . . ., n-1} sending j and 7+1 to j to identify P with the set of partitions of N-1, we conclude the equalities \|/(y)-\|/(x)=^(^-x^)^. . .Xi,=^z^. . .z^=\|/(z). p
It follows from the definition of U(^) as a quotient of the tensor algebra based on t hat \|/ defines a linear map (p: U(^) -^S(U(^)) by setting (p(l)=l and CP(XN) = (p(xi. . .x^)=\|/(x) for any x=(x^, . . ., ^). To see that cp is a coalgebra morphism, we note that for a sequence x={xi, . . ., xj of elements in ^, we have
In this expression, I runs over all ordered subsets of the ordered set N, while the last summation runs over all such I and all partitions I^, . . ., 1^ (respectively, J^, . . ., J^) of such I (resp., N\I Proof.
-If the isomorphism P exists, it maps ^ c U(^) isomorphically to ^=S 1^) since ^ is the space of primitive elements contained in S^ 1 (^). It follows that ^ c: U(^) splits for ^ (or G if applicable). Conversely, assume that the inclusion ^ c U(^) splits for the action of ^ on U(^). Thus, there exists an equivariant projection p: 
For the rest of this paper \ve assume therefore that k is an algebraically closed field of positive characteristic p.
If ^ is a restricted Lie algebra over k with ^-operator x -> x 1^, we denote its restricted enveloping algebra by V(^). Thus, V(^) is a finite dimensional Hopf algebra which is obtained from U(^) by factoring out the ideal generated by elements of the form x^-x^, xe^. The adjoint action of ^ defines an action by derivations of ^ on V(^). Also, if î s the Lie algebra of a linear algebraic group G, the adjoint action of G on ^ extends to a rational action of G on V(^) by Hopf algebra automorphisms.
Recall that the bad primes p for a simple, simply connected algebraic group G defined and split over k are as follows:
none if G is of type A^; We use this result in proving the following G-equivariant P-B-W theorem.
(1.4) THEOREM.
-Assume that G is a linear algebraic group over k of one of the following types: (i) G ^ GL^; (ii) G is a simple, simply connected algebraic group not of type A.i and p is good for G; (iii) G 15 of type A^ and p does not divide (+1. Then there is a G-equivariant, filtration preserving isomorphism

P: U(^)-^S(^) of coalgebras, whose induced morphism gr(P) is an isomorphism of G-H op f algebras.
Proof. -By (1.3), the natural inclusion ^ c V(^) splits for the action of G on V(^). Composing a G-equivariant projection V(^)-^ with the natural quotient morphism U(^) -^V(^), we obtain that the inclusion ^ c= U(^) also splits for the action of G. Thus, the theorem follows from (1.2). D Robert Wilson has kindly given us the following example which shows that the conclusion of Lemma 1.3 is false for a general restricted Lie algebra. Let 3 by (ad/) (ade). Note in this case that the monomials e a h b f c of degree > 1 in U(^) span an ad (^-invariant subspace, providing an isomorphism U(^) ->S(^) of coalgebras which is equi variant relative to the adjoint action of ^.
A G-equivariant P-B-W theorem for hyperalgebras
In this section we obtain results analogous to those of Section 1 for the hyperalgebras of certain algebraic groups. The reader is referred to [3] for a more detailed discussion concerning the theory of hyperalgebras which we require.
Let k be an algebraically closed field of positive characteristic p, and let G be a connected, linear algebraic group defined over the prime field ¥p. For r ^ 1, Gy denotes the group-scheme theoretic kernel of the r-th power of the Frobenius morphism CT : G -> G. The coordinate ring k [GJ of Gy is a finite dimensional commutative Hopf algebra. By definition, the hyperalgebra hy (Gy) of Gy is the Hopf algebra dual of k [GJ. The natural inclusions Gy. c G^+i provide Hopf algebra embeddings hy(G^) c hy(G^+^), and the hyperalgebra of G is realized as the limit hy(G)=limhy(G,). If G is a simple, simply connected algebraic group defined and split over F , hy(G) has a basis consisting of monomials
Observe that hy(G) is graded by setting hy"(G) to be the linear span of those monomials of total degree ^^+^^+^Cfc=n, and we obtain an increasing filtration {hy^ "(G)} of hy(G) by subcoalgebras, stable under the action of G on hy(G). We do not go into further details here, but refer instead to [3] ( §5), [2] (Ch. 8, §12, No. 3).
We now prove the following companion theorem to Theorem 1.4. In the statement of this result, hy(^) denotes the hyperalgebra of ^ regarded as a vector group defined over ¥p. For simplicity we omit the case of GL^; the interested reader should have no trouble supplying the modifications to handle this group.
(2.1) THEOREM. -Let G be a simple, simply connected algebraic group defined and split over ¥p. Assume that p is good for G and that if G is of type A^ then p does not divide /+ 1. Then there exists a G-equivariant, filtration preserving isomorphism ofcoalgebras
P: hy(G)^hy(^) with the property that the induced map gr(P): gr(hy(G)) -^hy(^) 15 a G-isomorphism of Hopf algebras. Moreover, for each r ^ 1, P restricts to a G-equivariant, filtration preserving isomorphism ofcoalgebras P,: hy(G,)^hy(^) for which gr(P^) is a G-equivariant isomorphism of Hopf algebras.
Proof. -As noted in the proof of (1. Since fe[GJ identifies with a truncated polynomial algebra MTi, . . ., TJ/(Tf, . . ., Tf), d=dimG, by [3] ( §9.1), [5] (III, §3, No. 6.4), it follows that 5, identifies k [G,] G-equivariantly with S(^*)/^*^ as commutative algebras. Taking duals, we obtain the desired G-equivariant isomorphism P^: hy(G^) -^hy(^) of coalgebras. Because the s^ are by construction compatible, it follows that the ?,. define a Gequivariant isomorphism P: hy(G) -> hy(^) of coalgebras. Furthermore, using the usual basis of hy(G) we easily see that gr(P) is an isomorphism of Hopf algebras. D Further information concerning the G-module structure of hy(G) will be given in paragraph 4 below.
Fraction fields and their invariants
Let G be a linear algebraic group defined over Fp, as in Section 2 above. In this section, we investigate the invariants of the field of fractions of S (^) under the action of the infinitesimal subgroups Gy. pr =f pr ® 1. This shows that K ® R is isomorphic to the localization of A ® R relative to the multiplicative subset generated by p(G^(R)) (A x ® 1), and hence K®R is a R-G,(R)-module, functorial in R. By [5] (II, §2.1), K is a rational G^-module. Of course, when r=l, this merely amounts to the familiar procedure of extending an action of the Lie algebra ^ on A by derivations to an action (by derivations) on the fraction field K by the quotient rule of calculus.
We can now state the following result concerning invariants. -for any r>0, -where K is given the structure of a rational G^-module described above. Now fix a simple, simply connected algebraic group G defined and split over Fp. Assume that p does not divide the order of the Weyl group W of G. In particular, this implies that the Killing form on ^ is non-degenerate, and we thereby identify ^^^* as rational G-modules. Let Jf = Lie (T) c ^ = Lie (G) be the Lie algebra of a maximal split torus T of G. Then S^) 0^^)^ [13] is isomorphic to a polynomial ring J on homogeneous generators T^, . . ., T^ (J=rank G) of degrees m^ + 1, . . ., m^+ 1 where the m, are the exponents of the root system of T in G [4] . Let K be the field of fractions of S(^). Extending arguments of Veldkamp [14] for r=l, we identify K^K^ using this polynomial algebra J. We first require the following result. Proof. -Let <D be the root system of T in ^, and for ae0, let e^ be a nonzero root vector of weight a. Since the rank of C is independent of the choice of basis for ^, we may assume that {^ojaeo ls P^1 °^ our basis {X^}. It is therefore enough to show that the submatrix B=([^,^p]) of C is nonsingular. Let T: S(^) -> S(Jf) be the algebra homomorphism defined by r(^)=0 for all aeO and ^(h)=h for all he^f. Since G is simply connected, each [^,e_J, aeO, is a nonzero element of Jf. Hence, r(B) has exactly one nonzero entry in each row and column, and so is nonsingular. Hence, B is nonsingular. D Here S (^^(respectively, J^) is the subalgebra of S(^) (resp., J) generated by the p r -th powers of the homogeneous generators ofS(^) (resp., J) and J=S(^)°.
Proof. -We first assert that the monomials T^i. . .T?', O^a^p', in S(^) are linearly independent over S^). Fix a basis {Xj of ^. We recall from [14] (7.1) that the Jacobian matrix (ST^/SX^) has rank I at (pe^*^^ if and only if (p is regular. Since the regular elements of ^ form an open dense subset, (STJSXj) has rank I. As argued in [14] this establishes our assertion when r=l. The general case then follows by an easy inductive argument on r.
Thus, the natural map S^^) OOj(r)J ->• S^)^ is injective, and we let K^ be the field of fractions of the image domain. Since J is a free J^-module of rank p" 1 ) . We proceed to prove that [K,: K, + J ^p" ~l for each s, 0 ^ s < r (withKo=K).
By Proposition 3.1, K^^Kf^i^. Identifying G,+i/G, with G^ and the G,_n/G,-module K^ with the corresponding "untwisted" G^-module K^-s) [3] In the course of the above proof we have also established the following result which may be of independent interest. (3.4) COROLLARY. -Let G be as in (3.3) . Then the matrix C of (3.2) has rank exactly equal to dim G/T. Furthermore, if K ^ is the K-span of the image of ^ in the derivation algebra Der(K), then K^ has dimension equal to dim G/T over K. D
We also obtain the following corollary from (the proof of) Theorem 3. 3. 
Infinitesimally invariant subalgebras
In Theorem 4.1 below we identify for a simple, simply connected algebraic group G defined and split over ¥p the G.-invariants of S(^) in terms of S^^S^)^ and the polynomial subalgebra J=S(^) 0 c= S(^). We then use this result to provide a corresponding identification of the G^-invariants of U(^), thereby extending Veldkamp's determination of the center of U(^) [14] . Our proofs are modifications of Veldkamp's original arguments. In Proposition 4.5, we interpret the information given by Theorem 4.1 in the light of the existence of a "good filtration" on S(^). Because the isomorphism U(^)^S(^) of Section 1 is not multiplicative, a description of U^)^ analogous to that of S(^) 0 '-in Theorem 4.1 requires a little effort. We recall the central G-subalgebra (9 c= U(^) given as the (isomorphic) image of the G-algebra map S^) -> U(^) sending X e^ to X^-X^eU^). We define ^ to be Oy = S (span {<, (^ -^r -'; a e 0, P e H }).
Here 0 denotes the root system of G, H is a set of simple roots, and {e^ ftp; a e 0, P e II} is a standard ( Proof. -Because (9y c= U (^) has the property that its associated graded group (with respect to the filtration {U"} on U(^)) is S^) c S(^), we conclude using We conclude by investigating one aspect of the G-extensions occuring in S(^). Let G be as in (4.1), and let T be a maximal split torus contained in a fixed Borel subgroup B <= G. For any dominant weight ^, denote by I(X) the rational G-module obtained by inducing to G the one-dimensional rational B-module defined by the character Wo(X).
